How is the Sound Scouts hearing test structured?
Sound Scouts incorporates three separate tests: 1. Speech-in-Quiet (Calibration)
2. Tone-in-Noise
3. Speech-in-Noise
The Sound Scouts hearing test is an interactive game for mobile devices built around these three tests,
with the calibration task providing one of the test metrics as well as being used to set the level of the
targets (stimuli) for the two other testing activities.
Each Player's results are compared with the results of players of the same age with normal hearing.

TEST ONE: SPEECH-IN-QUIET (CALIBRATION)
Uses two syllable words (eg. meatpie, cupcake,
bathtub, rainbow).
Supervising adult guides the child to select 5 items
they recognise visually and verbally (adult can ask
the child to say each word out loud). Child can
select from 10 items.
Adult with good hearing to complete a short, game
based, hearing check to help establish sound levels
for the test.
Child to complete the same test for one ear and a
similar test for the second ear (using the selected
words).
Child can tap or slide the spoken 'target' item into
the scene .
Items become progressively harder to hear until
the child reaches their threshold ie. the lowest
volume at which they can hear.
Volume adapts automatically based on the child’s
responses so the child should only miss every
second item once they reach their threshold
(provided they are responding reliably).

TEST TWO: TONE-IN-NOISE
Children are asked to listen for the beep from a
’helicopter’s sound tracker’ and to press the red
button when they hear the sound.
The children are visually rewarded when they
correctly identify the sound.
The test ends when the child reaches their
threshold and maintains consistent responses for
a period of time OR after the set maximum
number of presentations is made.

TEST THREE: SPEECH-IN-NOISE
Children are asked to listen to the spoken words and
then drag the corresponding target item into the
scene.
The items can be placed anywhere in the scene and
will adapt in size depending on where they are placed.
There is background dialogue throughout this section.
The player must focus on the target items, which
become increasingly difficult to hear against the
background noise.
This test assesses the players ability to hear in noise. Some children may be able to hear in quiet
but due to language, concentration or processing issues, they may struggle to hear in noise.

RESULTS
When the child finishes the game the test results
are immediately returned to the supervising adult
on the device and via email.
The child’s results are assessed against normal
results for children of the same age.
Please RETEST all children who receive a 'Fail' or
'Borderline' result before taking further action.

For additional information and testing please visit our website:
www.soundscouts.com.au
If you have any enquiries please contact us at team@soundscouts.com.au
In partnership with:

Sound Scouts HQ Pty Ltd
Ph: 61 2 9460 6768

